
Spring 1  Year 1 Newsletter 

 

It has been a privilege this week to welcome your children back to school. It has been a busy week 

with many new routines to learn, nevertheless the children have adapted and communicated 

brilliantly with one another (Ozzie our Personal Learning Goals Octopus is so proud).  

In Year 1 I will be your child’s class teacher (Miss Francesca Cole). Throughout the week we have the 

Happy Mrs Hoyle and the Perfect Mrs Powell. Together we are going to work tirelessly to ensure 

your child has a magical and successful year.  

 

Overview of this terms learning  

In English we will be looking at the stories; Beegue, The Odd Egg, Stanley Stick and Dinosaur and all 

the Rubbish. Using these stories, we will be creating our own narratives, writing non-chronological 

reports, character descriptions and poems. We will be focusing on using capital letters and full stops 

and ensuring our sentences make sense. Please continue to practise letter formation, ensuing tall 

letters are tall (b, d, t, l, h) and hanging letters sit on the line (q, y, p, f, j) 

In Maths we have been looking at addition and subtraction to 20. For addition, we will be learning 

to: add by counting on, practise adding ones to help with adding numbers to 20, number bonds to 10 

and 20. For subtraction we will be learning to; subtract tens and ones, learning how to subtract by 

crossing the tens barrier, and comparing addition and subtraction problems. Key language: tens, 

ones, add, subtract, find and the difference, part-whole, number bonds, altogether, how many are 

left. We will be using number lines, the part whole model and tens frame to support us here. The 

children are confident using this apparatus but why not create your own number lines to 20 and 

carry out simple addition and subtraction problems, such as 5 + 4, 14 – 8.   

For Religious Education (RE) we will be learning about ‘Why Jesus was special’. The children will be 

thinking about the meaning of love, service, courage, forgiveness, compassion and generosity and 

how we show these to help us SHINE BRIGHTLY LIKE STARS IN THE UNIVERSE.  

Classdojo has now been set up and all parents have been invited, this will be checked weekly. You 

will receive reminders and further information about activities completed in the class weekly.  

 

What day? 

Monday and Tuesday– PE lesson. Please bring in a change of shoes.  

Monday – Reading book to be returned to class. Please mark on the bookmark when you have read 

with your child. Don’t forget to use Bug club! We, recommend 10 minutes a night this term, but if 

you want to do more even better!  New bookmarks will be given out at the beginning of the month.  

Monday– Reading book given out.   

 

Kindest regards, Miss Francesca Cole 


